New SEC Positions Filled by Ann Cox, Hamilton Sackett

Ann Cox was elected social chairman of the student body Tuesday night at the student executive committee meeting in the union. Other new activities appointed by Sackett, retiring chairman, are Miss Cox has been active in WRA work, is a member of the Lawrentian editorial board and is a president of Phi Beta Kappa. She has been on the homecoming committee last fall.

Sackett and Miss Hamilton were elected to the executive committee on second ballot voting. Sackett has served as social chairman since November and is a member for Delta Tau Delta.

The final meeting of the student executive committee will be held in the union tonight at 7 p.m. A tentative budget for next year's student activities fund will be made at that time. Organizations applying for recognition must meet the requirements along with financial records for the past year and be recommended by the social chairman George Maarse.

Continued on page 3

Top Freshman

Donald Reinecke

Honored by Mace

John Nielsen was named outstanding freshman of the year by the campus honorary society, Alpha Chi Omega, on Memorial Day. Donald Reinecke was awarded the L. Rider trophy for outstanding service in freshman athletics.

Nielsen is a army veteran and was an outstanding member of the freshman cross-country and track teams. He is a member of a famous Chicago amateur soccer team and has maintained a consistently high scholastic average this year.

Reinecke was an outstanding团圆man on the freshman football team, was a member of the wrestling team and was a public speaker on the fresh bark debater. He was on the Wisconsin all-state team in football and high school.

Several awards of a lighter nature were also given at Wednesday night's ceremony. These awards included: President Don Gregry, treasurer of Eta Sigma Phi, LWA; Donald Nielsen, treasurer of Phi Beta Kappa; Bob Lauten, editor of the Lawrentian; and Lloyd Nielsen, president of the Lawrentian.

Nielsen is a freshman counselor at Brokaw and was announced as the new president of Mace, men's honorary society, last year. He was awarded the Stevens prize scholarship winner of the 1949 Ariel and Lloyd Nielsen.

New Officers

Brown, are New Mace Officers

New officers of Mace, men's honorary society, were elected last Thursday at Lawrentian convocation. Donald Reinecke is president, Donald Sperry, vice-president, Donald Mace, treasurer; and Neilse Johnson, advisor.
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Last Concert
By Band Draws
Good Reviews

Bob Partridge, Hagen
As Guest Solists
Give Good Showing

BY GEORGE LARSEN

John J Morrissey's portrayal of
tions from which graduation claims
socially finishing their schooling.

Good Reviews

Third Act of Lohengrin preceeded
the final two contemporary Amer-
ican compositions. Both Morton
Gould and David Bennett made
some extremely attractive arrange-
ments for band. Gould's "Chahriers
Rhapody", which included cour-
ty airs from "Home on the Range" to "Bury Me Out on the Lone Prairie", provided a well-real challenge to the band.

All of the tunes which Bennett
incorporated into his "George Gren-
shaw Selection" were familiar. "Break Up the Band" and "Los, were only a few of Germany's
many classics included. Guest as-
nists Robert Partridge, tenor; and Richard Hagen, flute, gave an
impressive performance.

Although the reviewer felt that
the band, often not always able to sense what the conductor
wanted in the way of tempo and
dynamic indications, the ensemble
was generally very good. Many of
these performers are fine musi-
cians in their own right. To ignore
their potentialities is to ignore good
musical performance. The enthusi-
asm of the large crowd was an
indication of a successful even-
ing.

Robert Partridge
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We have them at $1.25
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Recital Pleasures
Music Lovers
Partridge Possesses
Fine Tenor Voice

By Eloy Fominaya

It is indeed a pleasurable expe-
rience to hear nearly two hours of
music as presented by Bob Partridge last Tuesday evening.

Opening the recital were some
of Morton Gould's arrangements
for band. Gould's "Cowboy Airs"
from "Home on the Range" to
"Bury Me Out on the Lone Prairie", provided a well-real challenge to the band.

The high point of the evening
was generally very good. Many of
these performers are fine musi-
cians in their own right. To ignore
their potentialities is to ignore good
musical performance. The enthui-
asm of the large crowd was an
indication of a successful even-
ning.

G I F T S
For the Graduates!
Billfolds...Luggage
Purses...Belts

Steeffours
TRAVEL GOODS
303 W. College Avenue
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New SEC Posts Filled By Cox, Hamilton, Sackett

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

He was elected on the first ballot.

Richard Smith has been elected as publicity chairman for the past two months and is a member of Phi Kappa Tau. He was reelected on the second ballot. Larry Hammond was the union position also on the second ballot. He is a member of Beta Theta Pi and has been active in forensics. Hammond had been recommended by retiring chairman Richard Rowe.

Pop co-chairman Fred Ellingson was on the first ballot on the recommendation of retiring chairman Donald Nason. Ellingson is a member of Beta Theta Pi and is an outstanding member of the Lawrence cross country and track teams. Ellingson's successor, Avon Youngblood, is also chairman of 193 activities for new student week next fall. She has served on the SEC as freshman representative for one year and is a member of Delta Gamma. She was given the position on the first ballot.

New rules committee chairman Richard Bickley is president of Sigma Phi Epsilon. He transferred this spring from Kenyon College (Ohio) to Alum Creek, and was elected on the second ballot.

Voting was conducted with secret ballots and a majority approval was necessary for election.

The SEC also on Tuesday:

1) Passed several constitutional amendments for a referendum election.
   The proposals were designed to give the executive committee the right to elect new chairs at a meeting and to eliminate the requirement of at least two-thirds of SEC membership.

2) Voted down a motion to amend rules for new student week.

3) Passed a resolution expressing appreciation and thanks to Jer- man, president of the L Club last year, who served as Student body president in the last election. Beringer has been active in forensics, took first place this year in an ordinary contest and has served as secretary of Sigma Phi Epsilon.

4) Passed a resolution asking to eliminate the offices of vice-president and secretary of the L Club.

5) Passed a resolution to allow any student to become a member of the L Club.

Treasurer's report was presented by last year's treasurer, Larry Shibley, and presented to the Student body. Both men were candidates for the student body presidency in the last election. Beringer and Forbus are both men were candidates on the ballot and a majority approval was necessary for election. Both Beringer and Forbus, won by a wide margin.

The Defoor Ellis trophy is awarded to the track man who has scored the greatest number of points during the preceding season. It is sponsored by the father of a Lawrence athlete who met accidental death service in the United States armed forces. Defoor is the boy's name. Hallock has scored 91 and five-sixths points this season.

Then Leonard, current president of the BSA sports trophy for men, has played varsity football and basketball at nearby Lawrence University. Leonard played on the football center in 1947 and 1948. He named most valuable player by basketball team mates. For the junior season, and most valuable by football team-mates for the junior season. He served as president of the L Club last year, was a candidate for the student body presidency and is a member of Phi Kappa Tau.

Vivian Grady, awarded the President's Trophy for women's presidentship, was president of the WRA and former vice-president of Phi Mu Epsilon.

Beringer was all-conference halfback in football, was captain of the wrestling team this year and was named most valuable player by basketball team mates in 1947. He was named most valuable player by football team mates for the 1948 season. He served as vice-president of the L Club last year, was a candidate for the student body presidency and is a member of Phi Kappa Tau.

Larson was a candidate for the student body presidency in 1946, 1948 and 1949. Larson is a member of Beta Theta Pi and is an outstanding member of the Lawrence cross country and track teams. Larson's successor, Avon Youngblood, is also chairman of 193 activities for new student week next fall. She has served on the SEC as freshman representative for one year and is a member of Delta Gamma. She was given the position on the first ballot.

New rules committee chairman Richard Bickley is president of Sigma Phi Epsilon. He transferred this spring from Kenyon College (Ohio) to Alum Creek, and was elected on the second ballot.

Voting was conducted with secret ballots and a majority approval was necessary for election.

The SEC also on Tuesday:

1) Passed several constitutional amendments for a referendum election. The proposals were designed to give the executive committee the right to elect new chairs at a meeting and to eliminate the requirement of at least two-thirds of SEC membership.

2) Voted down a motion to amend rules for new student week.

3) Passed a resolution expressing appreciation and thanks to Jer- man, president of the L Club last year, who served as Student body president in the last election. Beringer has been active in forensics, took first place this year in an ordinary contest and has served as secretary of Sigma Phi Epsilon.

4) Passed a resolution asking to eliminate the offices of vice-president and secretary of the L Club.

5) Passed a resolution to allow any student to become a member of the L Club.

Treasurer's report was presented by last year's treasurer, Larry Shibley, and presented to the Student body. Both men were candidates for the student body presidency in the last election. Beringer and Forbus are both men were candidates on the ballot and a majority approval was necessary for election. Both Beringer and Forbus, won by a wide margin.

The Defoor Ellis trophy is awarded to the track man who has scored the greatest number of points during the preceding season. It is sponsored by the father of a Lawrence athlete who met accidental death service in the United States armed forces. Defoor is the boy's name. Hallock has scored 91 and five-sixths points this season.

Then Leonard, current president of the BSA sports trophy for men, has played varsity football and basketball at nearby Lawrence University. Leonard played on the football center in 1947 and 1948. He named most valuable player by basketball team mates. For the junior season, and most valuable by football team-mates for the junior season. He served as president of the L Club last year, was a candidate for the student body presidency and is a member of Phi Kappa Tau.

Vivian Grady, awarded the President's Trophy for women's presidentship, was president of the WRA and former vice-president of Phi Mu Epsilon.

Beringer was all-conference halfback in football, was captain of the wrestling team this year and was named most valuable player by basketball team mates in 1947. He was named most valuable player by football team mates for the 1948 season. He served as vice-president of the L Club last year, was a candidate for the student body presidency and is a member of Phi Kappa Tau.

Larson was a candidate for the student body presidency in 1946, 1947 and 1948, and basketball letters in 1945, 1946 and 1947. Larson won football letters in 1946, 1947 and 1948, and basketball letters in the past three seasons also.

Strout won letters during the past four seasons in football and golf. Strout is also captain of the tennis team and is a member of the tennis team for the 1945-46 season.

I It's a Coblbe

BY GOLD (RED) CROSS

Openly pretty and festive . . .

"Dressed up" young Cobbles for your most special spring occasions. Young-hearted and gay... but gentle mannered, they're an easy elegance that's now and utterly charming.
And they fit—wonderfully! Hurry in... see them.

America's unchallenged shoe value

H.C. Prange Co.

\$8.95

"The Monkeytail" in red or green calfskin . . . . 8.95
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Friday, May 27, 1949

Women Receive Late Hours During Exams

Hours for women during the next two weeks are as follows:

Sunday, May 28—12 p.m., Monday, May 30—10 a.m., Tuesday, May 31—11 p.m., Wednesday, June 1—9 p.m., Thursday, June 2—9 p.m., Friday, June 3—9 p.m., Saturday, June 4—9 p.m., Sunday, June 5—9 p.m., Monday, June 6—9 p.m., Tuesday, June 7—9 p.m., Wednesday, June 8—9 p.m., Thursday, June 9—9 p.m., Friday, June 10—9 p.m., Saturday, June 11—9 p.m., Sunday, June 12—9 p.m.

The meeting was held in the Presbyterian church at Stevens Point. Dickert lectured as he passed.
Fraternity Formal Whirl

Nineteen Women Named to Positions

Deputy President of the International Relations Council, Alva A. Johnson, college nurse of Lawrence, was named to the position of deputy president of the International Relations Council at an election of officers held Thursday evening of last week. This is a member of Sigma Phi Epsilon and is married to the former Alva Johnson.

Other new officers are Charles Bruce, president, and Jeanne Pajula, secretary, MaryAnn, Mrs. Jackson, retiring secretary-treasurer of the club and is a member of Sigma Phi Epsilon, and is married to the form-

Theta Delta Pi

The annual senior banquet was given Monday night at Riverview Country Club. Fred Hill introduced pare for the coming year. Through discussion periods with the dean Johnson, forrest Grade, Daniel Lindemnn, will represent the chapter. Stone was awarded the Pi Phi activities cup and Nancy Kingsbury received the scholarship certificate. Joan K. King, and Nancy Kingsbury received the scholarship certificate. Joan K. King, Ellen Balza. The chapter president, Muriel King, was in charge of the program, Misses Finlayson and Frank were given special recognition by the alumnae.
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Four Lawrence Women Present At Convocation
National Federation On Women's Athletics Considers Activities

BY JEAN GOODWIN

The national convention of the Athletic Federation of College Women, which was attended by four Lawrence students, representatives, Margaret Von Andresen, Virginia Grazek, former president, Joan Goodwin, publicity head, and Marion Jensen, intramural manager, convened at the University of Wisconsin April 27-29 was attended by four Lawrence representatives.

Nearly 450 delegates from American colleges and universities met to discuss problems and exchange ideas of women's recreational and athletic organizations in their respective schools. Lawrence is a charter member of the national AFCW which has met bi-annually for 31 years.

A state organization for Wisconsin schools was formed at the close of the convention with the University of Wisconsin activists forming the state organizing committee meeting planned for next fall. Lawrence if a member of the committee is expected to draw up a constitution for the new state organization.

In an address to the group Betty Hicks, professional golfer, offered what should be the purpose of all athletic groups, for both sexes, the promotion of the ideal of fair play and tolerance. She emphasized the need for more women to remove the barriers which prevent the mixing of Christian and other minority racial groups from competing and participating in such sports as golf tournaments, ABC league bowling.

Throughout the convention it was learned that Lawrence's WRA program is extremely well organized and that the coeducational recreation is a comparatively new activity in most schools have difficulty in arousing mixed recreation activities instead of it being done by the women's organization as it is at Lawrence.
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For Every Gift Occasion
Choose Famous WATCHES
For Graduates

$29.75

SHERIDAN

$35.00

$45.00

GOODMAN'S

JEWELERS

101 E. College Ave. - Appleton
USE YOUR CREDIT

Four Lawrence Women Present At Convocation
National Federation On Women's Athletics Considers Activities

BY JEAN GOODWIN

The national convention of the Athletic Federation of College Women, which was attended by four Lawrence students, representatives, Margaret Von Andresen, Virginia Grazek, former president, Joan Goodwin, publicity head, and Marion Jensen, intramural manager, convened at the University of Wisconsin April 27-29 was attended by four Lawrence representatives.

Nearly 450 delegates from American colleges and universities met to discuss problems and exchange ideas of women's recreational and athletic organizations in their respective schools. Lawrence is a charter member of the national AFCW which has met bi-annually for 31 years.

A state organization for Wisconsin schools was formed at the close of the convention with the University of Wisconsin activists forming the state organizing committee meeting planned for next fall. Lawrence if a member of the committee is expected to draw up a constitution for the new state organization.

In an address to the group Betty Hicks, professional golfer, offered what should be the purpose of all athletic groups, for both sexes, the promotion of the ideal of fair play and tolerance. She emphasized the need for more women to remove the barriers which prevent the mixing of Christian and other minority racial groups from competing and participating in such sports as golf tournaments, ABC league bowling.

Throughout the convention it was learned that Lawrence's WRA program is extremely well organized and that the coeducational recreation is a comparatively new activity in most schools have difficulty in arousing mixed recreation activities instead of it being done by the women's organization as it is at Lawrence.
Phil Delta Theta
Retains Fraternity
Supremacy Cup
Vike Trackmen
Finish Second
To Beloit Golds

BY ALAN KREMER

The Lawrence college track team ended the 1949 season on a successful note last Saturday placing second to the highly favored Beloit College Golds in the 27th annual Midwest Conference track meet.

The Vikings were led to this surprising finish by four standouts, Bill Belved, Bill Beier, Claud Radtke and Duw Gauthier who, between them, accounted for the team's 35 points.

Belved finished well out in front of 5000 y by setting in every invitational meet except the 440-yard. Following Lawrence was Monmouth with 33 and Cornell with 28. Other team scores were Wisc 58th with 231, Carleton 13th with 13, Knox eighth with 11 and one last with 8.

Radtke pulled the major surprise of the meet by winning the half mile; the Vike's only first place of the afternoon. The lad failed to place better than third in the meet. The season was the best race of his career and points him as one of the best runners in the conference.

Beier placed in the two most thrilling races of the afternoon, the mile and the mile and a half. In the half mile he lost to Bob Baptist of Beloit by less than a stride. The two runners matched each other stride for stride for the majority of the half mile, but, in front on the turn. Coming into the stretch Beier was in the lead. With a tremendous finishing kick, but Baptist already had his hand in the air to claim the win. Beier lost by a slender margin in the mile and a half behind Baptist and Bob Furer of Wollman.

The last two events were decided in the last two points for the conference championship. The last four runners finished within two seconds of each other.

Radtke finished as high point man for the team, scoring 12 points by grabbing the seconds in the javelin and shot put. Gauthier added two points in the discus. Radtke gained his second second of the best hitter of his career, 43 feet, 9 inches.

Gauthier also won his best by placing fifth in the shot put for the team's 12 points. He then came back to win a run another time on the relay to give the Vikings a fourth place in that event.

All weather prevented any conference records from being set. However, two Whiting field records fell. Nowman of Knox, who scored 13 of his team's 11 points, threw the discus 206 feet, three inches to crack the old mark of 195 feet, 41 inches, set in 1948, and 11 inches to shatter the old 12 feet 4 inch record. Wollman, Baptist, John Bonyata and Earl Thompson were also the best of the meet. Wollman took the distance as well as the conference championship. Wollman, Belved, Bill Beier and Claud Radtke were the conference champions. Wollman, Baptist, John Bonyata and Earl Thompson were also the best of the meet. Wollman took the distance as well as the conference championship. Wollman, Belved, Bill Beier and Claud Radtke were the conference champions.

BY PAUL ROSENHEIMER

Phi Delta Theta retained this year's inter-fraternity Supremacy Cup with an 8-7, eight innings决定 over Beta Theta Pi Tuesday. The Phi Delta Theta have one more game to play against Kappa Sigma Thursday, but if they should lose that game, they would still win the Supremacy Cup in both the football and Supremacy Cup events. The Phi Delta Theta have 1950 points, 259 more than the Beta Theta Pi.

Due to postponements, several times during the season, Phi Delta Theta have been the team to which will have a decided bearing on who will win the Supremacy Cup. This meeting will take place Thursday and a win will enable the Phi Delta Theta to win the Supremacy Cup in both the football and Supremacy Cup events.

The Betas picked up single 1-bag during the season, but Phi Delta Theta have improved greatly during the season, and a win will enable the Phi Delta Theta to win the Supremacy Cup in both the football and Supremacy Cup events.
Sayres Defeats Dupont to Take Singles Title

Tippett, Alston Win Doubles for Vikes

For the third time in as many years, Hank Dupont fell before the steady strokes of Bill Sayres of Beloit who annexed his third consecutive singles championship in as many years. It was a heartbreaker for the Vikes as they came to see their hopes for a second consecutive championship evaporate before the match was started. Even though Sayres retained his title, Lawrence won the meet with two points.

Dupont had eight, Ripon and Knox each had four, Monmouth and Grinnell, two each and Coe one. Cornel and Carlstein did not score.

Karl Tippett and Gordon Alston, Lawrence's doubles combination, defeated Dick Hurst and Dick Stevens of Knox, 6-2, 6-4, 6-1, for the championship of that division.

The summary:

**SINGLES**

Steven*, Knox, 6-1, 6-1.

Gregory, Beloit, 6-2, 6-1.

Marquette unseeded Hank Hurst and Dirk Stevens, Knox, 6-2, 6-4.

**DOUBLES**

Kipon, 6-1, 6-1.

Ditk Hurst and Dirk Stevens, Knox, 6-0, 6-0.

**SINGLES**

Hank Dupont, Lawrence, defeated Jeff Smith and John Kedlin, 5-7, 6-4.

Sayres defeated Dupont, 6-1, 3-6, 7-5, decisively downed Marquette unseeded Karl Mann and Ken Kedlin, 6-3, 6-1.

**DOUBLES**

Alston and Tippett defeated Hurst and Stevens, Knox, 6-2, 6-0.

Netmen Dump Marquette as Dupont Wins Again

The Lawrence tennis team defeated the Marquette university, 6-3, at the college courts Wednesday afternoon. Hank Dupont disposed of Fritz Buhta, 6-1, on the Marquette team, by straight 6-1 and 6-1 sets. Karl Tippett and Ott had the best match of the afternoon as Tippett, 6-1, 6-4, Tom Van Housen and Gus Black also won their matches.

Don Ziebell lost to Heller in singles competition 4-6, 4-6, and then teamed with Bob Chapman against Heller and Alan, the latter winning the doubles battle 6-1, 4-6, 7-5.

WRA Honors Elwers, Grady Awards Presented At Annual Banquet

Kathryn Elwers and Vivian Grady divided the honors for the year at the Women's Recreation association banquet Thursday evening in Russell Sage hall. Miss Elwers was given the senior award and Miss Grady, the Pond award, both times for outstanding service in the WRA. Elwers was honored in scholarship, participation and sportsmanship.

Three medals were given for outstanding participation in recreation activities, to Lenore Hooser, Elaine Johnson and Alice Tietjen. Lawrence Hooser as president of the organization, was busiest in her role at the banquet, and she introduced the two faculty advisors of the organization, Miss Maxine Richard.ker and Miss Margaret Coffey. Frank and faculty guests Miss Kathleen Joyce, Miss Melvin Koth, Miss Mary Olson, Miss Elise Mortimer and Miss Margarette Schoen.

Join Goodwin reported on a recent national convention of Athletic Federations of College Women, and Marian Jones presented interrogatory trumps. Kappa Alpha Theta won the army competition.

Miss Kathleen Joyce, a member of the women's athletic committee, spoke briefly on the progress of the Women's Recreation association and inadvertently drowned Marquette unseeded at Lawrence.

Vike Golfers Retain Title

Strutz Medalist in Midwest Contest

Lawrence's power-packed golf team successfully defended its Midwest conference title last week by establishing the field for the second consecutive year. The Vikes were led by Ray at the halfway mark after Friday's play, but pulled away from the Bedowit conference finally to establish a margin of 39 strokes, 604-624.

Knox finished third with 606, followed by Carleton 609, Beloit 608, Grinnell 608, Monmouth 607 and Cornell 716.

Don Strutz carded a 104 for Lawrence, with a 104, 101, 103, 101. Jack Thellman of Grinnell, 104, 102, 104, 101, was the runner-up. Carleton's Emil Eastman was third with 106, 106, 107, 106.

**ART PICNIC, SOFTBALL TILT THIS AFTERNOON**

Members of the Lawrence art association will picnic this afternoon at Wishlake park beginning at 3:30 p.m.

Lunch will be served to all association members who signed up for the picnic on the main hall bulletin board. A traditional softball game between students of the art and architectural laboratories is also scheduled.

In charge of arrangements is Donald Haack. Murray Lander is president of the association.

**EAST TO WEST**

**CLINIC**

Hants Untied

E vans Closed

Koch Photo Shop

You Know the Place

FOR LISTENING PLEASURE

South Pacific

With the Original Cast

Also many single selections from this Broadway hit sung by your favorite artists.

**FARR'S MELODY SHOP**

224 E. College Avenue

Dial 3-5135

**STENOGRAPHIC & SECRETARIAL**

**THE BUSINESS COLLEGE WITH A UNIVERSITY ATMOSPHERE**

(PAUL MOSER, PH. D.)

STENOGRAFIC INSTRUCTION FOR COLLEGE GIRLS

57 E. JACKSON BOULEVARD • CHICAGO 4 • WABASH 2-7377

Important Announcement for College Girls

A FOUR MONTHS' INTENSIVE COURSE NOW STARTS EVERY MONTH

Since July, 1912, when MOSER introduced extensive business and professional training for college girls, MOSER INTENSIVE COURSES have been the foundation of their business and professional success.

NOW—MOSER INTENSIVE COURSES layout for girls with two or more years of college credit will enter the first Monday of each month every month.

MOSER'S businesslike and attractive surroundings and competent student body ensure to college girls and men the stimulating and intensive study described in our annual report.

For Further Information Write

P. O. BOX 13, CHICAGO 4, ILL.

**THE GREGG COLLEGE**

A School of Business—Recommended by College Men and Women

**MONATLY**

INSTRUCTIONAL COURSE

SECRETARIAL TRAINING FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS AND ADULTS

A thoroughly intensive course—starting from the very first beginning.

SPECIAL COURSE FOR G.I. TRAINING

Regular Day and Evening Schools

Instructor: Charles H. Bell, M.A.

Diploma, Paul M. Whit, M.A.

THE GREGG COLLEGE

57 S. MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO 3, ILL.

**GREGG COLLEGE**

**SWIMSKIN**

Glo-rious Glowing Gantror Swimskin

...Are America's Most Spectacular and Flattering New Swim Suits!

This swimskin will melt to your figure. It has been designed with over a miracle mile of latex in each suit. Assure figure control, perfect comfort and beauty.

**GANTER SWIMSUITS**

For Girls...$5.95 - $15.95

For Fellows...$2.95 - $6.50

**POND SPORT SHOP**

133 East College Ave.
Let Us Recruit for Lawrence on Our Own

If we believe in the kind of education which Lawrence college has to offer, we ought to talk about it. In particular, we ought to tell the people who, in a way, are going to do a lot about making it, that Lawrence college is the kind of school they should seek out and join. This summer each one of us should try to make contact with someone interested in a senior class in high school and point out to them the great advantages Lawrence offers to anyone interested in discovering an educational and social liberal education.

Personal contact recruiting in which the present college is so interested approaches the future student in a methodical way in which the student is a necessary supplement to the regular

Let Us Recruit for Lawrence on Our Own

Letter to the Editor

Olson Slams Eckardt For Crack at Science

To the Editor:

In Mr. Eckardt's recent attack on the Light, statements are made which are quite out of character for that organ. Mr. Olson pleads for the deletion of an article which he states "will stir up discussion". His question, one which will avoid the issue, is to the effect of, "Are there any objections to emotional involvement in deciding an issue?"

My Comment: The statement of Mr. Olson appears to indicate that, "Designed to persuade by appealing to the emotions of the reader, rather than by stating any objective of pure reason; they are to be considered, at best, public relations material."

The issue referred to was Mr. Eckardt's recent statement to the effect that science "is a world of its own... and we can never know such an organism." This statement was made in the course of presenting an argument in favor of the principle of publicity of data. We also cannot see how the emotional involvement of the scientists in the election can be considered as public relations material. In this regard, we suggest that if one is interested in public relations, he should take regard of the "emotional" language completely devoid of emotional attributes. We are of the opinion that one is interested in public relations, he should take regard of the "emotional" language completely devoid of emotional attributes. We are of the opinion that the potential of publicity of data is not only in science, but in every sector of human activity. This latter statement appears to indicate that, "The potential of publicity of data is not only in science, but in every sector of human activity. This latter statement is, in turn, an indication of the importance to Lawrence women and an integral part of their college experiences."

Athletic Director Arthur C. Denney and men's recreational head Wayne Gray are to be credited with the initiation of this year's fine new sports program for Lawrence men and women. An extensive and varied recreational and outdoor activity system was established that could be considered another great accomplishment in Denney's 14 years in the athletic department. He has established, through this program, both an approach to the world of sports and only limited athletic ability and an unusual medium of advertising for Lawrence.

W RA, Denney Credited for Recreation

Letter to the Editor

Mrs. Clayos Asks Chance For Scientific Solutions

To the Editor:

I am sorry that Mrs. Clayos makes no mention of the "emotional-scientific discussion on Scientific Solutions which appeared in the last issue of The Lawrentian. I respect her p.lan to look at it in the near future. In a way, it is a shame that she doesn't realize that it was put together for that purpose. I would like to suggest to her that she read it and then we can talk about it. It is written in a manner that is easy to understand and it is written in a way that is easy to understand. It is also written in a manner that is easy to understand. It is also written in a manner that is easy to understand. It is also written in a manner that is easy to understand.

It is easy to understand that Mrs. Clayos is correct in her statement about the "emotional-scientific discussion on Scientific Solutions which appeared in the last issue of The Lawrentian. I respect her plan to look at it in the near future. In a way, it is a shame that she doesn't realize that it was put together for that purpose. I would like to suggest to her that she read it and then we can talk about it. It is written in a manner that is easy to understand and it is written in a way that is easy to understand. It is also written in a manner that is easy to understand. It is also written in a manner that is easy to understand.

It is easy to understand that Mrs. Clayos is correct in her statement about the "emotional-scientific discussion on Scientific Solutions which appeared in the last issue of The Lawrentian. I respect her plan to look at it in the near future. In a way, it is a shame that she doesn't realize that it was put together for that purpose. I would like to suggest to her that she read it and then we can talk about it. It is written in a manner that is easy to understand and it is written in a way that is easy to understand. It is also written in a manner that is easy to understand. It is also written in a manner that is easy to understand.